
Bradco's best selling Ground Shark™ Brush Cutter is now available 
in a standard duty class.The Ground Shark™ family of  brush cutters 
have been engineered to handle your toughest vegetation management 
jobs. Ground Shark™ brush cutters are compatible with all major OEM 
branded Skid Steer Loaders. They are available in standard and extreme duty classes, standard and high fl ow, and 
a variety of  cutting widths from 60" to 78". The standard duty unit cuts light to medium density brush and trees 
up to 4" in diameter. The entirely new drive train runs smooth and quiet while moving easily to clear the toughest 
material. Dual pressure reliefs on the hydraulic motor protect against pressure spikes that could damage the drive 
system. The ¼  " steel "clean deck" design with high quality powder coat helps keep the deck clear of  debris and is 
easier to clean and maintain. Bi-directional blades allow the operator to cut in both directions extending operational 
life and reducing maintenance costs. If  the situation requires, the cutting blades will stop rotating within seconds 
once the motor is disengaged minimizing the potential for damage to the machine and drive train. 

Optional dual wheel kits are available that mount to the underside of  the front deck to keep the blades off  
the ground and prevent scalping. These brush cutters are ideal for roadside 
maintenance, right of  way clearing, site preparation, fi re control, fence line 
maintenance, and trail maintenance.
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GROUND SHARK™
STANDARD DUTY BRUSH CUTTER

Specifi cations Subject To Change Without Notice

FEATURES:

● Compatible with all major OEM branded skid steer loaders
● Clears light to moderate density brush and hardwoods up  
 to 4" in diameter
● Available in standard and high fl ow with cutting widths   
 from 60" to 78"
● Replaceable skid shoes extends deck life
● Steel deck is 1/4" thick
● Redesigned drive train to improve performance, effi ciency,  
 and reliability
● Three bi-directional blades in lieu of  two allow the 
 operator to cut in both directions extending operational   
 life and reducing maintenance costs
● Dual pressure reliefs on the hydraulic motor protect   
 against pressure spikes that could damage the drive system
● Optional dual wheel kits are available that mount to the 
 underside of  the front deck to keep the blades off  the   
 ground and prevent scalping
● Optional pressure gauge indicator easily visible to the 
 operator helps prevent excessive stalling and overheating

Form:  BR0007-0013

Your Bradco/Gearmore Dealer

Order No: 30360A 30372A 30378A 30372B 30378B 30372C 30378C
Recommended Hyd. Flow (GPM): 15 - 25 15 - 25 15 - 25 26 - 32 26 - 32 32 - 40 32 - 40
Height: 24" 24" 24" 24" 24" 27" 27"
Length: 76" 88" 94" 88" 94" 88" 94"
Width: 64" 76" 82" 76" 82" 76" 82"
Deck Height: 9" 9" 9" 9" 9" 9" 9"
Cutting Width: 60" 72" 78" 72" 78" 72" 78"
Cutting Capacity: 4" 4" 4" 4" 4" 4" 4"
Deck Thickness (Steel): .25" .25" .25" .25" .25" .25" .25"
Req'd Skid Steer Lift Capacity: 1200 lbs. 1400 lbs. 1500 lbs. 1400 lbs. 1500 lbs. 1500 lbs. 1600 lbs.
Approximate Weight: 1120# 1280# 1365# 1280# 1365# 1320# 1405#

Optional Pressure Gauge Indicator

Optional Dual Wheel Kit

Replaceable Skid Shoes
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